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Abstract: This Blockchain technology is gaining popularity in recent years. Blockchain is an accounting system that helps 

parties that do not trust each other to maintain a set of states around the world. The parties coincided with the existence, 

values and history of the state. Because technology is expanding rapidly, it is important and challenging to fully understand 

what central technology offers, especially about data processing capabilities. In this article, we will first explore the state of 

the art by focusing on the private chain. We analyze production and research systems in four dimensions: accounting, 

distribution, encryption, protocol, consensus and smart contracts [1].Then we will present BLOCKBENCH, a comparison 

framework to understand the effectiveness of private blogs and data processing workloads. We carry out a comprehensive 

evaluation of the three main blockchain systems using BLOCKBENCH, including Ethereum, Parity and Hyperledger 

Fabric. The results show many exchanges in the design area, including a large gap between the blockchain system and the 

system. Database based on the design principles of the database system, we will analyze several research approaches to 

increase the efficiency of the block chain as close as possible to the scope of the database. 

 

Index Terms: Component, formatting, style, styling, insert. 

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 

All manuscripts must be in English. Hatching with Bitcoin is a challenge. Liberation from the Great Recession cryptocurrency has 

been dubbed by the first representative as an outlet for the inequality and corruption of traditional financial systems. They adhere to 

the belief that when This parallel currency is brought out, it will compete and finally triggering the unofficial poem of Bitcoin "in 

coding, we are convinced". Bring new: merchant banking, third-party mediator to "trust" is not reliable[1]. These humans enter the 

path of other humans by cutting profits and complex transactions. 

Bitcoin tries to replace the services provided by these intermediaries with encryption and code. When you use a check to pay for your 

mortgage, there are many agreements that occur in the background between your financial institution and others, allowing you to 

transfer money from your account to other people. Your bank can guarantee that your money is good because it saves where your 

money comes from and when. Blockchain is a record of each block instruction. There are many transactions. In the database context, 

the blockchain can be viewed as a solution to distributed transaction management: nodes store simulation data and agree on the order 

of transactions. Distributed transaction processing systems often deal with concurrency control through 2-phase assignments. 

However, to withstand the Byzantine behavior, the overhead of concurrency control will increase in the block chain. 

Blockchain has many applications in business such as securities trading and payments, asset management and finance, banking and 

insurance. Currently, these applications are managed by systems created on MySQL and Oracle and by trustworthy companies / 

individuals, both lawyers / clerks / etc. Blockchain can block the status quo due to reduced infrastructure and costs. Human The 

inability to change, transparency and Blockchain's natural security reduces human error / malice and the need for self-intervention 

due to conflicting information. The paper said: "Goldman Sachs is a savings of about 6 billion in current capital markets and JP. 

Morgan estimates that power plants will begin to change their current infrastructure by 2020." 

Peer-to-Peer electronic cash will allow online payments directly from one party to the other without having to go through a financial 

institution. Digital signatures are part of the solution. But the main benefits will be lost if reliable third parties still want to prevent 

redundant spending. We propose a solution to the problem of redundant spending using a peer-to-peer network. Network transactions 

record time by compressing those data in the hash-proof chain continuously by creating a record that cannot be changed without 

having to repeat the test again. The longest chain not only But acted as a sequence of events that saw But prove that it comes from 

the largest power source of the CPU. As long as most CPU power is controlled by nodes that do not cooperate in network attacks, 

they will create the longest network. The network itself requires minimal structure. The message is conveyed on the basis of the best 

effort and the node can leave the position and join the network as needed by accepting the chain with the longest proof to prove what 

happened while they disappeared[2]. 

 

Public block chain as compared to private block chain 

In a public chain block, any node can join / exit the system. Therefore, the blockchain is completely decentralized, similar to peer-to-

peer systems in chain blocks[3].Private blockchain enforces strict membership through access control and certification. 

Bitcoin uses work evidence (PoW) for consensus: only successful diggers to solve difficult puzzles (Improper search that is 

appropriate for the block header) can be integrated into the blockchain. It will add two blocks simultaneously by creating separate 

paths in the blockchain Bitcoin. Modifying by considering only the blocks that are confirmed after that, followed by a block number. 

Very PoW works well in public settings because it prevents Sybil's attacks. But since it is not configurable and has high computing 
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costs, it is not suitable for applications such as banking and finance, which must handle a large number of transactions in a given 

manner. 

Because node identity is known in private settings, most blockchain uses a single protocol from many literature in consensus. 

Hyperledger v0.6.0 uses PBFT, which is Paxos that is resistant to Byzantine, while other chains Use normal Paxos (Hyperledger 

v1.0.0-rc1 using the No-Byzantine consensus protocol according to Kafka). However, despite the flexibility of PBFT resizing (or 

XFT), those Paxos protocols cannot be scaled to tens of thousands of hundreds[4]. 

 

 
Figure 1.0 Block Chain Process 

Distributed Ledger Architecture 

Distributed ledger: In the block, the ledger accounts are replicated on all nodes as an annex-only data structure. The blockchain starts 

with some initial state and the ledger records the entire history of the update operations that occur with the state[5]. 

 

Encryption: 

Used for checking the integrity of the ledger to ensure that there is no blockchain data editing. States around the world are protected 

by trees. The hash (Merkle) that Hagjog is kept in the block. Block history is also protected by linking blocks through the chain of 

cryptographic hash pointers: the content of the block number n + 1 has the hash of the block number n. In this way, any modifications 

in the block n will Cancel all subsequent blocks immediately[6]. 

Intelligent contract means a calculation that is performed when a transaction is made. At the end of the spectrum, Bitcoin nodes use 

a simple replica model which moves coins from one address to another. On the other hand, Ethereum smart contract can specify 

arbitrary calculations and come with their own virtual machines for running Ethereum bytecodes. Similarly, Hyperledger uses a 

Docker container to perform contracts written in any language. Many new business applications, but this makes software defects very 

important in attacking DAO. The attacker steals a property worth $ 50M to find a bug. 

Bitcoin is a well-known example of public chain blogs in Bitcoin. The state is a digital coin. (cryptocurrencies) and transactions will 

move coins from one set to another Each node releases a set of transactions that need to be processed. A special node called miners 

collects transactions into their validation blocks and starts a consensus protocol to integrate the blocks into the Bitcoin block chain 

using work evidence (PoW) for consensus[7]. only the digger That succeeded in solving difficult puzzles (nonce searches that are 

appropriate for the block header) can be integrated into the blockchain. PoW is resistant to Byzantine's failure, but is likely to cause 

Possible: It is possible to append two blocks at the same time, create separate paths in the blockchain. Bitcoin corrects this by 

considering only those blogs that are confirmed after that, followed by a number of blocks.  

 

Private Blockchain 

Hyperledger [8] is one of the most popular personal block chain. Because the node's credentials are known in personal settings, most 

blogs use one protocol from many literature to vote consensus PBFT  as Popular protocols currently in use Hyperledger uses PBFT1 

directly, while others such as Parity ,Ripple  and ErisDB  develop their own parameters. PBFT is a three-phase protocol. During pre-

preparation, leaders will publish values that must be delivered by other nodes. Next, in the preparation process, the node will convey 

the value that is about to be delivered. Finally, the confirmation process confirms the commitment value when more than two-thirds 

of the nodes agree in the previous phase. PBFT has limited communication but receives some safety and well-being in synchronous 

networks. part In addition to the established consensus, another important feature of private blocking is the support of intelligent 

contracts that can show very complex transactions. These qualities are especially needed in business and financial systems. Indeed, 

blocking the private sector caused this interest from large banks and financial institutions, some of whom even claimed that they had 

the potential to prevent data management practices [9]. 

 

Cryptography 

A user in a blockchain is uniquely identified by her public key certificate. In public settings, the user first generates a key pair (the 

default option being ECDSA based on the Secp256k1 elliptic curve), then derives the identity as the hash of the public key. This hash 

serves as a transaction address or an account number in crypto-currencies systems. To claim ownership of the transaction output or 

of the account, the user signs transactions with the corresponding private key. In private settings, there is an additional access control 
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layer[10]. Hyperledger separates this layer from the blockchain, in the form of a membership provider service and a certificate 

authority service. The administrator can implement arbitrary policies with these services to control who gets access to the blockchain 
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III. Table 1.0 Literature Survey Review 

 

Before Blockchain systems use encryption techniques to ensure the integrity of the ledger. Integrity here refers to the ability to detect, 

modify, blockchain data. This feature is important in public settings that are not reliable in advance. For example, public confidence 

in encrypted digital currency, such as Bitcoin, which determines the value of that currency depends on the integrity of the ledger[11]. 

That is, the ledger must be able to detect spending twice. Even in a personal blog, integrity is equally important because the 

authenticated nodes can be dangerous. There are at least two levels of integrity protection. The first time the state around the world 

is protected by a hash tree (Merkle) whose hash roots are stored in the block. Any status changes will result in a new hash path. The 

leaves of the tree contain the internal node state, including the hash of the children. For example, Hyperledger v0.6 uses a hash map 

of the deposited state in which the status is grouped (by hashing) into the predefined number of tanks in turn. Ethereum used early, 

PatriciaMerkle Which is similar to the species and the leaves have a status as a key value Secondly, the blog history is protected, ie 

the blog will not change when it is integrated with the blockchain. The key technique is to link the block through the chain of 

cryptographic hash pointers: the contents of the block number n + 1. Contains the hash of the block number n. In this way, any 

modifications in the block n will cancel all blocks that follow immediately. With the Merkle tree pointer and blockchain hash, offering 

a safe and effective data model that tracks all historical changes that occur in states around the world. Blockchain's security model 

assumes the availability of public key encryption[12]. The identity, including the identity of the user and the transaction, is derived 

from the public key certificate. Secure key management is necessary for any block chain in other security systems. Losing a private 

key means losing access. But in blockchain applications such as crypto-currency Loss of keys has direct financial impact and 

irrevocable. 

Bitcoin provides around 200 opcodes, but many are disabled in recent usage. Users can write stacked programs with the most popular 

Bitcoin contract opcodes associated with multiple signatures. One example is a contract that requires 2 in 3 signatures before issuing 

coins. The language can also use the contract for the bounty hunting scheme, such as one that publishes a medal. When found in 

advance of the hash value, BigchainDB [13] uses a language that has more meaning than it is called. crypto-condition Developed as 

part of the Interledger Protocol project [14]. Encryption conditions allow to specify complex boolean expressions through multiple 

types of signatures. The crypto-condition script There are conditions and practices which are considered script inputs and outputs. 

Conditions that include the timeout which will help the timer contract The encryption of Crypto conditions is higher than Bitcoin 

opcodes, making it easy to display complex logics. 

EVM transactions also track intermediate and backward status changes if there is money. Not enough to pay for the operation. 

Hyperledger does not have his own bytecotes, but will run intelligent contracts that do not believe language in the Docker container. 

In any language, which will be compiled into native code and imager Docker packed into the contract are uploaded each node starts 

a new container with the image. Contract execution can be done through the Docker API. The contract can access the blockchain 

status in two ways: getState and putState. Revealed by the shim layer. One of the advantages of Hyperledger is that it supports many 

high-level programming languages such as Go and Java. With the blockchain require special logics applications for high-level data 

structure mapping into tuples. Key-values Sawtooth Lake supports intelligent contracts in the form of business. Natural Family Each 

family is a user-defined Python class loaded into the ledger during startup. The contract is executed in the original runtime 

environment as a regular Python program. 

One of the results of Turing's complete contract support is the lack of pure software. But inevitably While empowering the genre, 

Ethereum's genius contract has been severely criticized. Security concerns have actually occurred in the DAO attack ,where the 

attacker has stolen property worth $ 50 million. The attack is finding flaws that occur simultaneously in the DAO smart contract, 

which will allow one to Repeatedly pulling more money than specified in the transaction Such errors exist in languages such as EVM 

that are weak or have no formal definition of their meaning. OYENTE  presents three important reasons for security flaws: references, 

orders, transactions Reference timestamp and false exception It gives the official Ethereum semantics and offers tools for direct 

debugging on EVM bytes. The tool finds more than 8000 Ethereum contracts (worth more than $ 60M) with potential security flaws. 

As with other transactions on the blockchain, intelligent contract execution is transparent. It refers to the network input, output, and 

status of the Hawk contract.  Zerocash expands to ensure the privacy of transactions for intelligent contracts. The main challenge 

compared to Zerocash is in arbitrary transaction logics, while Zerocash logics are limited by small operating sets. Another challenge 

is to protect the local state which is not available in Zerocash. Hawk promises to collect it with zkSNARK to maintain privacy. Input 

and output transactions are processed before and after Hawk to hide complex encoding details. Although protocols are costly in both 

time and space[15]. 

Even before DAO attacks, some bloggers have rejected models that allow unconditional calculations. Kadena, Tezos and Corda 

languages are more powerful than Bitcoin scripts, but they exchange Turing's perfection for security. The language of Kadena is a 

language that looks like a ripple called Pact. The Pact contract is stored in a separate account human-readable format that will Clients 

parsed and executed in Ocaml It is strongly typed and can be checked formally. In the same way, the Tezos stack language named 

Michelson comes with a strong system and complete definition. As a result, the Tezos contract can be monitored consistently for 

safety. In Corda, the contract is a sequence of pure functions that do not change status. Since the function is only a security limitation 

of the contract, it can be done as a regulation and can be checked. 
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Proof of Stake(POS) 

 

The work test is a protocol whose main purpose is to deter cyberattacks, such as a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack, which 

aims to exhaust the resources of a computer system by sending several false requests. 

The concept of Proof of Work already existed before bitcoin, but Satoshi Nakamoto applied this technique to his / her, we still do not 

know who Nakamoto really is, digital currency is revolutionizing the way traditional transactions are established. 

In fact, the idea of PoW was originally published by Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor in 1993, but the term "proof of work" was coined 

by Markus Jakobsson and Ari Juels in a paper published in 1999. 

But, to date, proof of work is perhaps the most important idea behind Nakamoto's Bitcoin document, published in 2008, because it 

allows for a confident and distributed consensus. 

A trust and distributed consensus system means that if you want to send and / or receive money from someone who does not need to 

resort to third party services.you use traditional payment methods, you must rely on a third party to set up your transaction (for 

example, Visa, MasterCard, PayPal, banks). They keep their own private record that stores the transaction history and balances of 

each account. 

The common example to better explain this behavior is the following: if Alice sent Bob $ 100, the trusted third party service would 

debit Alice's account and prove Bob's, so both of them have to trust that this third party will do the same. Right. . 

With bitcoin and some other digital currencies, they all have a copy of the accounting book (blockchain), so no one has to trust third 

parties, because anyone can directly verify the written information. 

Deepening, the work test is a requirement to define a costly computer calculation, also called mining, that must be done to create a 

new group of reliable transactions (the so-called block) in a distributed ledger called blockchain[16]. 

 

Mining has two purposes: 

 

 To verify the legitimacy of a transaction, or avoid the so-called double expense; 

 To create new digital currencies rewarding the miners for doing the previous task. 

 Transactions are grouped into what we call a block; 

 The miners verify that the transactions within each block are legitimate; 

 To do so, the miners must solve a mathematical problem known as a work test problem; 

 A reward is given to the first miner who solves each block problem; 

 Verified transactions are stored in the public blockchain. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

After To overcome scalability with PBFT, Ripple has used a method that divides the network into small groups called federates. Each 

federation uses local consensus protocols between members and then local agreements are propagated. Distributed to all networks 

through nodes located in the junction of the federation The security conditions of the Ripple are the most honest nodes in every 

federation and the intersection of any two states. There are at least one honest node. Ripple assumes that the federates are 

predetermined and their safety conditions can be enforced by the network administrator. In a distributed environment that does not 

recognize the identity of the node, such assumptions will not be stored. Byzcoin and Elastico offer a new two-phase protocol that 

includes PoW and PBFT. In the first phase, PoW will be used to establish the group. Byzcoin consensus is carried out with a window 

scrolling above the block chain and selecting the digger of the block within the Elastico window. Group nodes according to the 

identity that changes every age. In particular, node identity is a way to solve cryptographic puzzles[18].  

Advantages of our system 

• Hyperledger consistently works better than Ethereum and Parity in standard criteria. But it failed to expand up to 16 nodes 

• Ethereum and Parity have more flexibility on node failures But there is a risk of security attacks using the blockchain 

• The main bottleneck in Hyperledger and Ethereum is the corresponding protocol. But for parity, bottlenecks are caused by signing 

a transaction. 

• Ethereum and Parity have a high cost in terms of memory and disk usage. Their execution engine is also less efficient than 

Hyperledger. 

• Hyperledger's data model is low. But its flexibility allows it to be tailored appropriately for analytical queries 

Distributed Ledger: 

It is a system supporting distributed ledgers and is characterized by its target applications, by the number of ledgers, and by the ledger 

ownership. 

Cryptography 

Users in the blockchain are uniquely identified by her public key certificate. In public settings, the user creates a pair of keys for the 

first time. (The default option is ECDSA followed by the Secp256k1 oval curve.) Then get the identity information as a public key 

hash. 

This hash serves as the transaction address or account number in the digital currency system. To claim ownership of the transaction 

results or of the user account, sign the transaction with the corresponding private key 

In personal settings, there is an additional access control layer. Hyperledger separates this layer from the blockchain in the form of 

member providers and certification services. 
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Hyperledger will be checked against these services before proceeding by the next element (consensus). Multichain offers a simpler 

form with a certain number of world-class privileges, while the remaining systems provide small details. Of their protocols 

Most blockchain is designed to protect the accuracy of the transaction. But does not consider the privacy of the transaction. The 

blockchain is said to have the privacy of the transaction when (1) the transaction cannot be linked from one place to another and (2) 

the content of the transaction is known only to entrants join In personal settings, transparency of transaction history may not be a 

problem [19]. 

 

Consensus 

Blockchain systems use encryption techniques to ensure the integrity of the ledger. Integrity here refers to the ability to detect, modify, 

blockchain data. This feature is important in public settings that are not reliable in advance. For example, public confidence in 

encrypted digital currency, such as Bitcoin, which determines the value of that currency depends on the integrity of the ledger. That 

is, the ledger must be able to detect spending twice. Even in a personal blog, integrity is equally important because the authenticated 

nodes can be dangerous. There are at least two levels of integrity protection. The first time the state around the world is protected by 

a hash tree (Merkle) whose hash roots are stored in the block. Any status changes will result in a new hash path. The leaves of the 

tree contain the internal node state, including the hash of the children. For example, Hyperledger v0.6 uses a hash map of the deposited 

state in which the status is grouped (by hashing) into the predefined number of tanks in turn. Ethereum used early, PatriciaMerkle 

Which is similar to the species and the leaves have a status as a key value Secondly, the blog history is protected, ie the blog will not 

change when it is integrated with the blockchain. The key technique is to link the block through the chain of cryptographic hash 

pointers: the contents of the block number n + 1. Contains the hash of the block number n. In this way, any modifications in the block 

n will cancel all blocks that follow immediately. With the Merkle tree pointer and blockchain hash, offering a safe and effective data 

model that tracks all historical changes that occur in states around the world. Blockchain's security model assumes the availability of 

public key encryption. The identity, including the identity of the user and the transaction, is derived from the public key certificate. 

Secure key management is necessary for any block chain in other security systems. Losing a private key means losing access. But in 

blockchain applications such as crypto-currency Loss of keys has direct financial impact and irrevocable[20]. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Blockchain has the potential to solve problems because it provides trust without having to have a middleman. Traceability is a starting 

feature and promises a new business model by using a new incentive structure. Because Blockchain's potential has gathered a lot of 

interest in the industry. In this article, we will examine the key use cases of the blockchain along with related projects. We found that 

most blockchain projects have limitations in the form of white documents, proof of concepts and products with a limited user base. 
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